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through season. 
"Some of the meaning behind the day is sweet. Love 
prevails ••. all share their untold true feelings with loved 
ones. But that is not the day we celebrate anymore.'' 
Aerial Whiting breaks out her 
grading pen and gives a midterm 
report on the television shows of the 
new season. 
Chaney Mitchell gives her take on Valentines SEE Page 3a SEE Page 4b 
5 weeks for Fight DMD: Student body raises money for cure 
by LEXI STUTZMAN 
news editor 
On Monday, Feb.13, the Student Association 
kicked off"Fight DMD," a five-week series of 
campus activities to raise money to research 
a cure for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. 
Fundraising events began on Valentine's 
D ay when the SA hosted a singles vs. taken 
donation contest and a blind-date setup. The 
SA and Campus Activities Board have also 
organized a basketball orange night, Disney 
movie week, QJiidditch tournament and 
T-shirt sale throughout the month to raise 
money for FightDMD according to SA Vice 
President Amanda Herren. 
to.take action, like she was, after hearing the 
Marlins' story. 
"Unless a cure is found, the Marlins' boys 
wont live to see their 30s," Hoffman said. 
"That's how fast the disease progresses. My little 
brothers can run around and do everything, 
but Jonah and Emory have problems walking 
up stairs. It doesn't seem fair; everyone should 
get an equal 5hot at life. From that standpoint, 
I would understand if they were bitter people 
but they're not - they're so hopeful." 
Hoffman said she wants Harding students 
to not only contribute money to help fight 
DMD, but say prayers. 
"That's the best way to help anything," 
Hoffman said. 
On March 17 Fight DMD will conclude 
with a SK run and 3K walk and a celebration 
on the front lawn featuring performances by 
Belles and Beaux and Good News Singers, 
Hoffman said. 
Terry Marlin, founder ofFightDMD.com, 
spoke in chapel on Monday about when he 
and his wife learned their two young sons, 
Jonah and Emory, have DMD. Marlin said 
he created FightDMD.com soon after his 
sons were diagnosed in 2008. 
According to FightDMD.com, DMD is a 
muscular disease that affects one out of every 
3,600 male children. The website said that 
due to rapid muscular degernation kids with 
Duchenne will be confined to a wheelchair 
by age 12, and paralyzed by their late teens, 
and their life expectancy is in the mid-20s, 
with no cure. 
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Terry Marlin speaks in chapel Monday, Feb. 13, to kick off five weeks of 
events to support his organization, Fight DMD, which raises money for 
researching Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, a muscular disease, in hopes 
of finding a cure. Pictured behind Marlin are his sons, Jonah (RIGHT) and 
Emory (LEFT), both of whom have been diagnosed with DMD. 
SA Secretary Claire Walker said she and 
the SA would like to see the whole student 
body get behind Fight DMD and show up 
at the special events to support Fight DMD's 
endeavor to find a cure for this currently 
incurable disease. 
"We just want them to get super-excited 
about the changes that can be made and to 
see that the student body can help do so 
much to help other people," Walker said. 
"The research that is going to go on will help 
so many people, and it's exciting that we can 
have a tiny bit of involvement." 
Marlin said in chapel that he started 
FightDMD.com because he was dissatisfied 
with the research being done to find a cure 
for the disease. Marlin said that the goal of 
the foundation is to raise $500,000 to start a 
DMD research department at Monroe Carell 
Jr. Children's Hospital at Vanderbilt University 
and to increase awareness about the disease. 
Junior Sarah Hoffman, who attends church 
with the Marlins in Tennessee, approached 
the SA last semester about getting involved 
with Fight DMD. Hoffman said she hopes the 
student body will be inspired and prompted 
Board of Trustees 
uses Web for input 
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After a long period of sunny skies and warm weather, Searcy's winter was back to normal on 
Monday, Feb. 13, with a morning snowfall to greet students as they filed out of the Benson Au-
ditorium. While there was not enough snow to warrant a day off from classes or a delay, most 
students still enjoyed the light powdering. 
Sara Bareilles to return to Harding 
by LINDSEY SULLIVAN 
student writer 
Campus Activities Board will bring 
singer Sara Bareilles back to the Benson 
stage on April 20 as a part of this spring's 
First Thaw. 
"We got her at a really great op-
portunity," said Logan Light, director 
of campus life. "She's in the middle of 
recording an album right now and we're 
getting her on what they call a routing 
tour. She wanted to do some smaller 
college shows to build some anticipation 
for her new album, so that worked out 
really well for us." 
Before Bareilles takes the stage, Light 
said three other unconfirmed bands will 
be opening for her. 
This will be the second time Bareilles 
has performed at Harding. The first time 
was in December of2007. 
Elizabeth Harrell, a 2009 Harding 
graduate, said she had attended the 
previous Bareilles concert, where she fell 
in love with Bareilles' music. 
"I am kind of an old soul, and my 
favorite setting for a concert is one where 
I can sit comfortably to enjoy the show," 
Harrell said. "That was ... the feel of her 
[Sara Bareilles] wanted to do some smaller 
college shows to build some anticipation 
for her new album, so that worked out really 
well for us. 
concert. It was in the Benson, and it 
was very laid-back music, so we were 
all seated and soaking up her beautiful 
sound. I only knew her hit 'Love Song' 
because it had been on the radio for a 
few weeks. 
Harrell also said after the concert she 
bought Bareilles' album's sheet music to 
play on the piano. 
''I vividly remember her singing 'Grav-
ity' at that concert and getting chills all 
over," Harrell sai.d. "I loved every song 
she performed, but that was the song 
that made me become a true fan. Also, 
her voice was stunning. She can definitely 
sing live. I have loved watching her be a 
judge on NB C's 'The Sing-Off.' She has 
stated many times that she was in an a 
capella group in college, and as a choral 
director myself, I appreciate her advocacy 
-Logan Light, 
director of campus life 
for being involved in choir." 
Harrell, who currently works as a 
choral director for Lipscomb University 
in Nashville, Tenn., said if her schedule 
allows her to, she will be coming back to 
Harding to see Bareilles perform. 
The concert will be open to the public 
and tickets will be available online. There 
will be a lower rate for students, which is 
unconfirmed as of right now and students 
with the CAB Pass. 
Since the Sara Bareilles concert will 
need lots of marketing, Light said CAB 
would be grateful for student volunteers 
to help promote the event. 
Light said he will also make an 
announcement in chapel on Thursday, 
March 1, to reveal more information on 
who will be opening for Bareilles and 
more details on First Thaw. 
by J.M. ADKISON 
editor-in-chief 
The Presidential Succession 
Process Committee launched 
a new website on Feb. 1 that 
allows users to give their input 
and recommendations on who 
should be Harding University's 
next president. 
The Presidential Succession 
Process Committee consists 
of six members of Harding's 
Board of Trustees and is chaired 
by Dr. John Simmons from 
Columbia, Tenn. 
"[Since the last search for 
Harding's president] the tech-
nology has changed; people are 
much more connected now to 
electronic media of all different 
types. People want to have an 
opportunity to have input ... 
about things and organizations 
they have passions about," 
Simmons said. "We wanted 
this to be an open process for 
this type of input." 
After Harding's current 
president, Dr. David B. Burks, 
announced his plans to retire in 
June of2013, Simmons said he 
asked the Board of Trustees to 
compose a list of qualities they 
wanted in the next president. 
He said they compiled a list of 
200 desired characteristics and 
distilled the list down to nine 
major points. After they had 
the guidelines set for the kind 
of person they were looking 
for, Simmons said the Board 
decided to create the website 
to receive outside input. 
One of the initial deci-
sions the Board had to make 
was whether to build a totally 
new website for the selection 
process or to incorporate it into 
Harding's website, Simmons 
said. The Board chose the latter 
option and has made a link to 
a page where people can put 
their name, affiliation with the 
school, whether they would 
like to recommend a specific 
person, and comments about 
the qualities they would like 
to see in the next president or 
make general comments about 
the school without recom-
mending a person. 
Simmons said the search 
process for a new president 
is usually a closed, private 
matter among the Board of 
Trustees and allowing outside 
input through the Internet has 
never really been done before 
at Harding. 
As for who is able to ac-
cess the Web page to make 
recommendations, Simmons 
said the website is open to 
anyone with Internet access 
and is interested, not just to the 
Harding community. He said 
the Board is also very interested 
to hear from citizens in Searcy. 
"Because the process is 
online, I believe we will have 
a large pool of applicants," said 
Nathan Copeland, assistant 
to the president. "I'm certain 
the special committee of the 
Board in charge of this process 
will take every application 
seriously and through much 
prayer, discussion, research 
and thought will select the 
best person to lead Harding 
into the future." 
Copeland also said he will 
continue to work in the presi-
dent's office after Burks retires 
but will take on a larger role 
within the College ofBusiness 
Administration. 
"I think the website is a 
wonderful idea," Burks said. 
"It is great that the Board is 
opening up to receive input 
from the Harding family." 
While 'Simmons said the 
website has already been a 
success and the Board has 
received a significant amount 
of feedback. The Board is not 
yet looking at any one person 
specifically to succeed Burks 
as president. 
In order for a person to 
be considered a candidate to 
become the next president, 
he must apply by June 30 
of this year, Simmons said. 
He said these applications 
will be handled within the 
Board with the highest level 
of confidentiality respecting 
the privacy of the applicants. 
Simmons said the name 
of Burks' successor should be 
announced by February of 
next year. 
To access the website to 
make a recommendation or 
comment, go to www.harding. 
edu and click on "Presidential 
Succession Process." Go to 
the bottom of the webpage to 
"Recommendations" to make 
comments or suggestions. 
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Robotic s team builds 
hoop-shooting robot 
by JAKOB BASTIN 
student writer 
Building a basketball-
playing robot may sound 
like the possible premise of a 
summer popcorn flick directed 
by Michael Bay, but for the 
newlyfonnedHardingAaidetny 
robotics team, constructing a 
robotic rebounder is anything 
but a sci-fi fantasy. 
Team director Brian Jones, 
a math and science teacher and 
Harding alum, said he and two 
volunteer engineering majors 
from Harding are currently 
leading the first Wildcat 
robotics team in their task of 
creating a working, basketball-
shooting robot to contend in a 
nationwide competition called 
FIRST {For Inspiration and 
Recognition of Science and 
Technology). 
Jones said he was asked to 
start the ,robotics program at 
Harding Academy last year 
after directing a F1RST-based 
program in Mississippi for 
two years. The program offers 
a unique academic-based 
competition. 
"You can tell by all the 
students that are here that 
this was a need," Jones said. 
''A lot of people wanted an 
academic challenge like this, 
an academic sport." 
Jones said a long- term 
goal for the program is to 
help raise interest in the field 
of engineering and prepare 
secondary students for the 
challenges they will face while 
studying the subject in college, 
especially at Harding. 
"We had noticed that 
a lot of Harding Academy 
students, and students from 
everywhere, were dropping 
out of engineering their first 
year at Harding and going to 
something else," Jones said. 
"So we're hoping that with 
this program, we'll be able to 
bridge that gap that's been 
formed between us and our 
engineering department and 
give these students a better 
chance to be productive in 
that field and encourage them 
in that field." 
According to junior Shawn 
Batten, a volunteer mentor, 
the team is currently in the 
fifth week of a six-week 
"building season," in which 
they collaborate to design 
and ~onstruct the separate 
pieces of the robot. After the 
building period ends, the team 
and the robot will compete in 
regional meets. As a part of 
the competition, the robot 
must shoot foam balls into 
a basketball goal, hence the 
name of the game: Rebound 
Rumble. 
Junior David Bell, another 
mentor, said that if the team 
performs well enough, it will 
have the chance to participate 
in the national competition 
Investigator Stephen Svetz's tips for 
ll)l~N'l,I'l,Y '1,111~1~'1, 
l•lll~\71~N'l'l()N 
by LANEIGH PFALSER 
student writer 
Stephen Svetz, investigator for the state attorney general's office of 
Arkansas, spoke on Feb. 9 to TRIO Student Services about identity 
thefr prevention. 
"We planned the workshop based on the need of our students," 
said Jason McGlawn, event coordinator for TRIO. "There's a huge 
problem with identity theft in the U.S. and it's something that the 
college students in our program really need to know about so they 
don't get taken advantage oI." 
Svetz, who was a victim of identity theft himself, has spent the 
last 12 years as a financial crimes investigator. Svetz gave a few tips 
for keeping personal information safe from identity theft. 
J. Never carry_your driver's (j. Do not ever leave your 
license and Social Security card wallet, purse or valuables in the 
together. car. 
?. ' 
1e1 • Most of the time when 
people break into someone's home, 
they aren't lookin9 for money or 
electronics. They re looking for 
personal information. So don't leave 
your bills on the kitchen counter. 
!J. Regardless of what your 
mama saicf, alway:s pay your bills 
online. Svetz said it is safer and 
more secure to pay with a credit 
card online than to send anything 
through the mail. 
Ll. Stop having your bank 
statements, bills, new boxes of 
checks and any other financial 
information sent through the mail. 
If someone is going to steal your 
identity, federa1 offense warnings 
about riffling through your mail 
will not stop them. 
-t) • D0 not write checks. If you 
have to, use a gel pen instead of a 
regular pen. Iaentity thieves can 
use an ink-washing chemical to 
wash a check clean of any ink. Gel 
pen ink sinks down into the paper, 
making it impossible to wasb. 
,.. 
'• ·When purchasing things 
online, as long_ as the wefisite has 
"https" in the URL, it is a secure 
website and probably OK to use. 
So double-check the address bar 
before making a purchase. 
II. Do not mail something 
with money in it and then put up 
the red flag on the mailbox. This 
is a clear sign that there is unat-
tended out-going mail sitting in 
your mailbox. 
f) • Use a credit card, not a debit 
card, when paying in restaurants. 
The customer copy of a debit re-
ceipt normally has only the last five 
numbers on it, but the merchant's 
copy oftentimes will have the full 
card number. If it does, scratch it 
out before sending the receipt back. 
J () • Be smart, condense your 
paper trail, use credit cards when-
ever possible. Even when you use 
your debit card, swipe it as credit. 
If anything does go wrong, you 
have 60 days to correct the rrustake 
that was made. 
,,, 
, p 
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Harding Academy seniors Jake Wells (in blue) and Jace Davis (in gray), · 
teacher Brian Jones (in white), and junior Shawn Batten (in black) collaborate 
to build a basketball-shooting robot to enter in the FIRST competition. 
held in St. Louis. 
Both volunteers said they 
spend several hours every 
week helping mentor the 
team. Bell said he has been 
involved with F1RST in the 
past and said he wanted to 
share that experience with 
other students. 
"It's tough, but I love it," 
Bell said. ''The tournaments are 
very exciting when you compete 
with teams from all over the 
country. I just love sharing 
my passion for engineering 
and building robots." 
Batten said he has enjoyed 
creating relationships with 
the students. 
"The most rewarding thing 
has probably been working 
with the kids," Batten said. 
"It's tough to be really social 
in an engineering setting, so 
I've really enjoyed working 
with the kids and getting to 
know them." 
Harding ·auiz Team advances to 
NAQT Championship in Chicago 
by MADDI NELSON 
student writer 
Harding University's 
Academic Qyiz Team ("N 
team) placed first in the 
Region 11 tournament in 
Stillwater, Okla., on Feb. 4 and 
will advance to the National 
Academic Quiz Tournament 
Intercollegiate Championship 
in Rosemont, Ill. 
After winning nine out of 
10 games at Stillwater, Harding's 
A team found itself tied with 
Oklahoma State University. In 
a final playoff round, Harding 
defeated Oklahoma State with 
an overall score of 346. 7 to 
321.3, according to NAQT's 
official website. 
The team consists of four 
members: junior Josh Duggins, 
fre shman Mary O'Briant, 
senior Caleb Robbins and 
freshman Jake Windley; with 
Dr. Mark Elrod, professor of 
political science, as their coach. 
Robbins said he took pride 
in the team, especially in its 
"very talented" freshmen. 
"They really made the team 
competitive and we work well 
as a team, rather than just be-
ing separate people throwing 
answers around for the benefit 
of one summation of points," 
Robbins said. "We help each 
other to answers when they're 
on the tips of our tongues, and 
it can be hard to find that in 
quiz bowl." 
You 
The bowl was an intense 
one but a good experience 
overall, according to several 
of the teammates. Members 
said they enjoyed spending 
time with each other and 
with students from the op-
posing teams. 
"Our opposition was at 
least somewh at familiar 
to us, so it was nice playing 
people we know," Robbins 
said. "There's really very little 
animosity between teams 
that we regularly play and it 
makes for very fiiendly, honest 
matches." 
Teammates said they agreed 
that a highlight of the bowl 
was Duggins' answering a 
biblical question that proved 
to be the turning point in the 
playoff game. 
Sophomore Esther Samuel-
son from Harding's B team said 
she was especially impressed 
with Duggins' performance. 
"The first phrase [in the 
question] was, 'After this man's 
death, his son Ish-Bosheth .. .' 
and Josh buzzes in and goes, 
'Saul,"' Samuelson said. ''And 
that was the question that put 
us ahead." 
Duggins said that it is 
common for Harding students 
to perform especially well on 
the biblical questions in a 
quiz bowl. 
The team said it remains 
ecstatic over its victory in 
Stillwater and looks forward 
It was so 
exciting to 
hear the timer 
go off and 
and know 
that we were 
going to go to 
Chicago. 
-Mary O'Briant, 
freshman 
to competing in Chicago. 
"It was so exciting to hear 
the timer go off and and know 
that we were going to go to 
Chicago," O'Briant said. "I've 
never been to Chicago before, 
and I think it's going to be a 
really exciting trip." 
Both Robbins and D uggins 
said they have been members 
of the team since their fresh-
man year at Harding. Both he 
and Duggins have noticed 
significant ov:erall improve-
ment in the team. 
"In my freshman year, we 
were third at sectionals and 
there were only five or six 
[teams], and we were happy 
with that," Duggins said. "So 
to win and to actually be go-
ing to nationals is just kind 
of blowing my mind." 
The team will compete in 
the NAQT championship 
bowl on March 31, 2012. 
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At the Bison, it is our goal 
to serve the Harding Uni-
versity student body with 
integrity, truth and open 
ears. However, we believe 
that meeting that goal is 
a two-way street between 
our staff and the public it 
serves. 
We pledge to keep our 
eyes and ears open to what 
our community has to say 
and hope that , in return, 
that community will be 
an interactive audience, 
sharing its stories with us. 
We also pledge to do the 
basics: report accurate and 
relevant information, check 
our facts, and share them 
in a professional, integrabl 
manner. 
If you have any story ideas, 
questions, comments or concern 
for the Bison staff, please e-mail 
John Mark Adkison, the editor-in-
chief , at j adkiso1@harding.edu 
"The Bison (USPS 577-660) is 
published weekly (except vacations , 
exams and summer sessions), 18 is 
sues per year, by Harding University. 
Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, 
Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: 
Send address changes to The Bison 
Harding University 11192, SEARCY 
AR 72149-0001 " 
' ' 
jessica head 
CAB Sponsor Relat ions 
Campus Activities Board would lilw to thank ~ 
all of those who participated Jn our open tiouse 
tast week. We enjoyed getting to know some of · 
our student body and are looking torwar<t to get"' 
ting to know all of you as you continue to help us 
make OAB possible. 
· CAB is thrilled to welcome back Sara Bareilles, 
is on 
Feb. 21 
tickets are 
on sale at 
pop singer/songwriter and Grammy nominee artist 
to Harding University's campus this spring as she 
unleashes some of her newest hits from her most 
recent album, "Kaleidoscope Heart." The album 
released Sept. 7, 201 O, and debuted at No. 1 ln 
the United States, selling 90,000 copies. 
www.hardingcabtickets.com 
Her spunky and charismatic personality pro. 
vides its own reasons for why she has such a 
great following. $ara Bareilles' first big hit, "Love 
Song," exemplified her passion not to conform to 
ordinary pop music, writing songs that traditionally 
would not coincide with other pop artists' taste5. 
"Kaleidoscope Heart" starts with a mellow 
itib:oduotion that exemplifies her vast vocal abili~ 
ties in a raw and pure form. much modeled after 
Imogen Heap's and Frou Frou's vocal recording 
styles. The pace changes immediately with ~un­
charted" and continues to build the en~y in "Hold 
My Heart," reminiscent of Sarah Mclachlan's best 
will be here 
Feb. 24 work. Finally reaching her bigg6$t hit as well as 
platinum-certified by the RIM is "King of Anything," 
which began receiving radio airplay In the U.S, 
in May 2010 and was released for sale in June 
201 o, The overall style of the album Is modeled 
after her previous works but still holds to its own 
creative uniqueness. 
for the 
Timothy Hill Boys 
Ranch fundraiser 
tickets are 
This album is a representation of .how truly 
t a.tented Sara Bareilles is, and we look forward 
to introducing her soon. Be sure to check the 
CAB lWitter to find more updates on our shows 
fo<th,..,,,,ing. ' ' 
A New Kind of Valentine 
chaney mitchell 
Guest 
Space 
T he month oflove is upon us and I know it is met 
with mixed feelings. I 
am personally not a fan, and 
it isn't a sh ock th at a person 
wouldn't like the holiday, but I 
just can't seem to find sincerity 
in Valentine's D ay. 
The history of this day is 
murky, and there happen to be 
three different Valentines who 
could be "the" Valentine. I know: 
I checked online. 
A ccording to history.com, 
the legends behind the man all 
stem from Rome. O ne legend 
states that an emperor with low 
numbers in his army attributed 
the cause to young men who were 
unwilling to leave their wives and 
lovers behind, so he outlawed 
the marriages of young couples. 
Valentine, upset with this reform, 
continued to conduct marriages 
for the couples in secret, and when 
he was discovered, he lost his 
head. But just before his death 
on Feb. 14, Valentine wrote his 
love, presumed to be the jailer's 
daughter, a letter that ended with 
the words "from your Valentine." 
The second legend is that the 
Roman Catholic Church wanted 
to "Christianize" the pagan fer-
tility festival Lupercalia, which 
starts Feb. 15, so it dedicated a 
feast day to St. Valentine the day 
before. The third Valentine lacks 
a story, but it is believed that the 
bird-mating season in England 
and France starts on Feb. 14. 
After all of this the exchanging 
of letters became popular from 
the Middle Ages on. 
Some of the 
meaning behind 
the day is sweet. 
Love prevails 
in the face of 
persecution, 
and all share 
their untold true 
feelings with 
loved ones. But 
that is not the 
day we celebrate 
anymore. 
Some of the meaning behind 
the day is sweet. Love prevails in 
the face of persecution, and all 
share their untold true feelings 
with loved ones. But that is not 
the day we celebrate anymore. 
What comes to my mind 
when I think of Valentine's Day 
is Victoria's Secret commercials 
(gag me), really cheesy cards that 
never say what I really want to 
say and shiny things . I don't 
remember the day to connote 
true love, and that makes me sad. 
Love is the strongest of emo-
tions and words, the binding 
agent of all humanity and the 
reason God still puts up with us, 
and instead we cover it in pink, 
red and sex . .. neat. 
I want to encourage the show 
oflove every day with sincerity, 
and if it is to have a holiday then 
we should treat it with respect. 
Peter wrote, "having purified 
your souls by your obedience to 
the truth for a sincere brotherly 
love, love one another earnestly 
from a pure heart" (1 Peter 1:22, 
ESV). 
CHANEY MITCHELL is an 
assistant photographer 
for the Bison. She may be 
contacted at cmitche@ 
harding.edu. 
iWant iBooks 
lyndsey ruble 
Guest 
Space 
T he idea of technology in classrooms is one that 
has thrilled ed ucators 
for years. Duke University gave 
iPods to students in 2004,Abilene 
Christian University gave iPhones 
to incoming freshmen in 2008 
and now Faulkner University is 
introducing a program that will 
give every student an iPad. 
T echnology is quickly mak-
ing its way into education and I 
think that we, as college students, 
should learn to thrive with tech-
nology rather than sitting by and 
watching others innovate as we 
fall behind. 
Faulkner introduced its new 
program, which will provide each 
student with an iPad, just days 
after officials at Apple Inc., an-
nounced the iBooks 2 electronic 
textbook plan. 
"We want our students to 
enter the workforce prepared to 
meet the expanding demands of 
technology, and the u se of the 
iPads, apps and e- texts are just 
a few of the tools in our Eagle 
iAdvantage technology initiative," 
said Dr. Billy D. Hilyer, Faulkner 
University president. 
According to Ben Kissinger, 
a former Harding student who 
now attends Faulkner, the student 
body at Faulkner respo nded 
positively to the announcement. 
Kissinger said the university plans 
to adopt many iBooks and to use 
applications for students to turn 
in assignments. 
"Faulkner was definitely in 
need of a technology upgrade," 
Kissinger said. "The student body 
here, unlike Harding, is not as 
iPhone-friendly ... so it will be 
a much-needed transition for the 
student body for sure." 
The iBooks are expected to 
save students hundreds of dollars 
on textbooks. The price of the 
iPad, which is about $500, will 
be tacked on to initial t uition 
costs. Electronic textbooks will 
cost about $15 apiece. 
Harding officials in the infor-
mation systems and technology 
department, however, stand firm 
in their decision not to hand out 
technology to students. 
Some Harding officials believe 
that no significant educational 
benefits can be offered through 
iPads yet, although many educa-
tors disagree. 
Researchers at ACU concluded 
that the iPad increases student 
engagement, enables collaborative 
I think that we, as 
college students, 
should learn 
to thrive with 
technology rather 
than sitting by 
and watching 
others innovate 
as we fall behind. 
learning, improves student tech-
nology competency and reduces 
faculty back-end effort. Also, a 
technology program at Freed-
H ardeman U niversity, started 
in 2008, has been successful in 
adapting and upgrading to keep 
up with new trends in emerging 
technology. FHU will provide 
Fall 2012 freshmen with iPads. 
I respect H arding's decision in 
this situation but I can't help but 
disagree. In a world dominated 
by the latest technology, Harding 
needs to keep up if it wants to 
stay relevant. 
LYNDSEY RUBLE is theed-
itorial assistant for the Bi-
son. She may be contacted 
at Iruble@harding.edu. 
payton hurst 
-----
W ise 
and 
Otherwise 
Arguing for 
Dummies 
Remember the last time you and someone else sat down 
over a cup' of coffee and had 
a discussion about an important 
topic you disagreed on? At first, 
it seemed like you could never 
agree, but after a long period of 
thoughtful conversation and some 
pretty sweet persuasion on your 
part, that person came to his or 
her senses and realized you were 
right. At the close of your meeting, 
you high-fived and skipped out of 
the cafe together after successfully 
and efficiently resolving a conflict. 
Of course you don't, because 
this has literally never happened. 
In a perfect world, every person on 
earth would have well-thought-
out and unbiased opinions about 
everything. Problems would be 
resolved calmly and respectfully, 
and with a fun, willing-to-learn 
at titude. Instead of that happy 
fantasy of people actually listening 
and getting along, we have argu-
ments to settle our differences. 
Arguments are some of the most 
common and yet most pointless 
and annoying occurrences on the 
planet. The chaos that ensues when 
two people disagree on a specific 
issue or topic can be extremely 
entertaining at times, but at others, 
extremely uncomfortable. Noth-
ing ruins a perfectly good meal 
like listening to a group of loud, 
upset, misinformed people who 
are having a shouting match in 
between bites of their salad. 
This happens because of one 
simple human flaw: We cannot 
stand to be wrong. Even if you are 
not an argumentative person, when 
you hear someone ranting about 
a chain email he or she received 
saying Sarah Pahn has an evil twin, 
you have to intervene. Of course 
once you spark an argument, this 
person has some very credible 
sources at his or her disposal (like 
a great aunt who knows someone 
who used to live in Alaska), which 
only feeds the flame and makes you 
more and more upset. The argument 
continues to spiral out of control, 
leading to a brain aneurism on your 
part and accomplishing nothing . 
So the question is: What can 
we do to avoid arguments? Are 
we supposed to just agree with 
all people, even if we feel they are 
wrong? Of course not. If you hear 
your friend telling you the actor 
who plays Joey on '.'Friends" is 
Matthew Perry, you need to calmly 
and respectfully inform him of 
his mistake. However, one of the 
reasons people become so defensive 
when you dispute them is not that 
they are completely insane and just 
want to argue; they are probably 
just insecure. And guess what? You 
probably are too. 
1hink about it: When you reveal 
a piece of information to a group 
of people, nothing hurts your pride 
more than when an unsympathetic 
friend points out that China actu-
ally manufactures the most rice in 
the world, not India, stupid. Even 
though you know he is probably 
right - you don't know a thing 
about rice, and you just wanted to 
prove to a girl you know a thing 
or two about staple crops in Asian 
countries - you cannot possibly 
let him humiliate you like that in 
public. So of course, you argue 
your side unflinchingly. 
My point is that if your main 
rationale for pointing out someone's 
inaccuracy is to humiliate him or 
her or make yourself seem intel-
lectually superior, the end result 
could be two parties with hurt 
egos, a damaged friendship and 
some pretty annoyed bystanders. 
So next time you want so badly 
to let your friend know just how 
wrong he is about the origin of 
ballpoint pens, think about your 
motives. M aybe together we ca,n 
make the world a wiser and less 
argumentative place. 
PAYTON HURST is the 
opinions editor for the 
Bison. He may be contacted 
at phurst@harding.edu. 
Twitter: @phurstplace 
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If I 
Ruled 
• The 
;;;A World 
The Cell Phone 
Apocalypse 
I f I ruled the world, my world would be considerably less dependent on cell phones. 
Just think about how much our 
world depends on cell phones. 
If "Jupiterians" were to secretly 
invade tomorrow, all they would 
have to do is cut out the satellites 
and antennae, wait for the calls to 
drop, watch the masses of teenage 
girls rise up and rip civilization 
asunder as they search for the signal 
to reconnect with their boyfriends, 
and once the ashes settle, all the 
Jupiterians have to do is march in 
with a new cell phone service sent 
from their insect antennae and our 
world would be theirs. 
And I for one will not allow my 
world to be so effortlessly conquered 
by Jupiterians. 
How much do you freak out if 
you suddenly discover you have left 
a room without your cell phone? 
How scared are you ofbeing discon-
nected from "the world" when your 
cell phone's battery dies? How off 
balance do your pockets feel when 
you realize you have your wallet in 
the back pocket, keys in your right 
pocket, but no cell phone in your 
left pocket? Are you one of those 
people who hate it when a friend 
does not immediately return a text? 
Are you one of those people who 
check their cell phones in class, 
thinking you're being sneaky even 
though every teacher knows you're 
not looking that intently down at 
your notes? 
The answer is yes. You are most 
likely the person I have just described. 
Because for the majority of 
our lives, young Americans have 
been raised to treat cell phones 
like a .fifth limb. In fact, I would 
bet if we had to choose between 
having a right leg or a cell phone, 
we would go with the cell phone. 
Obviously, your right leg cannot 
summon game footage, update your 
Face book status on what your daily 
schedule is or pull up cute kitten 
videos on YouTube. 
The world needs to cool down 
on cell phones. Constant communi-
cation has its good side, definitely, 
but it also has a dark side. Case in 
- point, last week my father was in 
Arkansas for a business trip and 
staying at our cabin in North Little 
Rock but had not called my mother 
back in Maine before he went to 
sleep. And what did my mother 
do? Blow up his phone with calls, 
texts and voice mail wondering 
where he was. And then when he 
did not answer, what did she do? 
She blew up my phone with calls, 
texts and voice mail telling me to 
go check on my father at 10 p.m. 
So my sister and I drove down 
to North Little Rock, our hearts 
lodged in our throats for fear that 
we might find our father tied up 
by a serial killer. 
Fortunately, he had just fallen 
asleep early and my mother had 
overreacted. 
With the advent of constant 
communication, we rarely get a 
break from communication. When 
you lie down for a nap and nearly 
get snug in the REM cycle, your 
phone buzzes with a text, and even 
though it buzzes only once, the 
mystery of what the text contains 
gnaws at your curiosity until you 
open your eyes and grab the phone. 
Of course it turns out to be only 
an update text from MTV telling 
you to check out Snooki's face 
without makeup. 
So what do I say in regard to the 
constant communicating culture 
doped up on cell phones? I say 
spend a whole hour with it turned 
off. This can be a whole hour once a 
day or once a week. Allow yourself 
to disconnect and have a moment 
of complete, utter and real silence. 
And then start talking to God, 
because you never have to worry 
about a bad signal with him. 
J.M. ADKISON is the editor-
in-chief for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jadkiso1@harding.edu. 
Taming the Tongue 
amanda scott 
Guest 
Space 
language on Facebook, what 
they thought of them, and 
how they can encourage them 
to exercise better self-control. 
lot of people do these days, but 
I don't like seeing or hearing 
it everywhere I go. It really 
depends on ifl know them or 
if they are a celebrity. Ifl have 
a personal connection to them, 
somehow it hurts a lot more to 
see or hear those words com-
ing from their mouths. If it's a 
celebrity I admire, I lose some 
respect for them. The best and 
easiest way for me to encourage 
others is just to be an example 
for them to hopefully follow 
and try not to swear as well." 
insert those harmful words into 
their speech. Don't be afraid 
to take action and speak the 
truth in love. 
The responses were nega-
tive. The many replies from my 
respondents included: "I dqn't 
like it" and "It makes me feel 
uncomfortable" or even "I don't 
want to hear it or see it at all." 
Among the commentators 
was student Loryn McCaughan, 
explaining her view on the 
matter. She said: 
"Personally, I don't appreciate 
If you take the time just 
to post vulgar language on 
the media, keep in mind that 
you're not making yourself 
look cooler. You are degrading 
yourself instead. H ow would you feel if you noticed an angry 
or frustrated status 
update by one of your close 
friends on Facebook? You'd 
go out on a limb for him or 
her and comfort that person 
in any way you could, right? If 
" ,, h your answer was yes to t e 
previous question, let me ask 
another. What if that particular 
status by your close friend, 
instead of simply expressing 
that he or she was "mad at the 
world," had used open profan-
ity for all to see? W ell, I did a 
little research by asking fellow 
Facebook users to share their 
opinion of people using foul 
it. I know it's something that a 
If you take the 
time just to post 
vulgar language 
on the media, 
keep in mind that 
you're not making 
yourself look 
cooler. You are 
degrading yourself 
instead. 
In my opinion, Loryn is 
absolutely right. A person 
may not realize it because he 
or she has been accustomed 
to swearing for so long, but 
this person could seriously 
offend someone. Though it 
may be a difficult thing to 
do to confront those who are 
struggling with profanity, you 
will be constructively helping 
them put into perspective that 
there are better ways than to 
As Christians, we should 
strive for perfection just as 
God wants us to. If you don't 
believe me, look up Matthew 
5 :48 and check for yourself Be 
an example to those struggling 
around you and encourage them. 
"For we all stumble in many 
ways. And if anyone does not 
stumble in what he says, he is a 
perfect man, able also to bridle 
his whole body." - Jam es 3 :2 
AMANDA SCOTT is a guest 
contributor for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
ascott3@harding.edu. 
1ust the 
C\~ 
Kindling Romance 
0 n those days when there is noth-ing remarkable to discuss about 
the weather, people sometimes ask 
me how I write my columns. At the risk 
of dispelling the mysterious wonder of my 
literary method, I am now going to reveal 
my secret formula for the first time in print. 
Here are the seven easy steps, illustrated 
with a hypothetical column topic. -
Step 1: Come up with a premise: Tech-
nophobe dishes on e-readers. 
Step 2: Coin a clever title pun, and 
studiously avoid running a Google search 
so as not to learn how many other clever 
people have coined it already. 
Step 3: Open with a quaintly obscure 
film reference: I suspect that few people saw 
the charming 1987 film "84 Charing Cross 
Road," and that even fewer liked it. Based 
on a true story, the film dramatizes the two-
decade relationship between an American 
woman who loves to read and the British 
bookseller who sends her scarce books from 
across the pond. The story begins in 1949 
with Anne Bancroft sending the want-list 
of titles she can't find in New York City to 
Anthony Hopkins, who works for one of 
the many used and rare book dealers on 
Charing Cross Road in London. 
Over the next 20 years, he supplies her 
with books, usually inexpensive copies of the 
classics. But month after month, as these two 
book lovers exchange letters, they become 
pen pals, sharing views on literature, politics 
and popular culture, and sharing their lives. It 
is a warm story of friendship, made possible 
in an era when finding out-of-print books 
was not so easy. Of course, today, Bancroft 
could have avoided all that fuss and bother 
of human contact and just uploaded all this 
public domain lit onto her Kindle. 
Step 4: Make concessions to your crit-
ics: No doubt Kindle converts are tired of 
michael 
claxton 
hearing Luddites bemoan the premature end 
of books. I know I cannot win this debate. 
The world has changed, and there are few 
logical arguments to be made against the 
ingenious technology of e-readers. They 
are easily portable and cause no eye strain. 
Users can highlight passages, type in notes 
and even look up words in an e-dictionary. 
Recent books are available for access at a 
considerable discount, many older titles 
cost only 99 cents, and works in the public 
domain are free. Compared to the expense -
not to mention the weight - of a personal 
library, the e-reader will break neither the 
budget nor the back. That is why Kindlites 
(or Nookers, or iPadians) boast of being 
able to carry up to 1,400 books with them 
onto an airplane. 
Step 5: Switch from conciliation to 
irony: 1,400 books? How long is that flight? 
Step 6: Unleash the satire: Like every 
other must-have gadget, the makers of 
e-readers will release new-and-improved 
versions ad infinitum. Do you miss the feel 
ofbooks? Soon your Kindle will be available 
in a dust jacket and will smell like vintage 
paper. Wish you could impress house guests 
with what you've read? Future iPads will 
project a hologram bookshelf onto your living 
room walls showcasing your literary playlist. 
Unhappy with a book's ending? Soon you can 
automatically tweet the author to complain. 
Is the author dead? No worry - the ninth 
Generation Nook will have a Ouija App. 
Is the gadget too pricey? Wal-Mart will 
soon release its Wal-E-Reader (complete 
with binocular eyes) for $29.98. No time 
for reading? The Kindle Matrix will debut 
just in time for Christmas 2015, pumping 
literacy into the base of a skull near you. 
Step 7: End philosophically, showing 
that you have read a lot: T homas Paine 
once said, "What we obtain too cheap, we 
esteem too lightly."When we have to save 
up to buy books, when we have to hunt them 
in out-of-the-way places, when there is a 
chance we will have to wait long for what 
we seek, reading becomes more ·precious, and 
books more treasured. The Oxford student 
in "The Canterbury Tales" went without 
food to buy his cherished volumes. Will 
an instantaneous 99-cent download be so 
esteemed? Or will books just become one 
more text box competing for our distracted 
attention? 
I will admit that much of the case for 
physical books is emotional. Can an author 
(or a dear friend) write a warm inscription 
in a Kindle? Can the marginal jottings of 
a previous Nook owner amuse or chal-
lenge us? How can iPad readers chart their 
progress through a thick volume without 
a bookmark slowly advancing toward the 
rear cover? Will the phrase "First Edition" 
lose its magic? Will shelves full of obsolete 
Kindles ever trump the visual aesthetic of 
a row of worn books, comfortably nestled 
together, none in need of recharging? Can 
the sliding of hundreds of thumbs across 
hundreds of screens ever duplicate the in-
spiring soft rustle of countless Bible pages 
being turned during a sermon? 
"I cannot live without books," wrote 
Thomas Jefferson. And I, for one, don't plan to. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
contributor for the Bison. He may be 
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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Marshall Hughes 
Inside 
The 
The Linvasion 
Type the letter J into 
Google and you get JCPenney, 
Jeremy Lin and Justin Bieber 
as your top three hits. Bieber 
and JCPenneys are no brainers 
but Jeremy Lin? That's right. 
The TermiLINator. 
He's been called the Swiss 
Army knife ofheadlines. Fans 
and sports writers all over the 
globe have taken a liking to 
his last name, and made it a 
habit to plug "Lin" into any 
word that fits. 
And now with the buzzer 
beater he drained on the 
Toronto Raptors on Valentines 
Day, Linsanity has gone Lin-
ternational. 
0 K, let me rewind real 
quick If you were in a coma 
the past few weeks, you just 
might not have heard about 
this Linspiring story. So I'll 
break it down. 
Superstars in the NBA 
were more than likely the big 
man on campus in college and 
in most cases, high school as 
well. They don't just show up 
on an NBA team and say, 
'Tm here and I've saved my 
superstardom for you." 
But there's a stud in the 
making that's flown under the 
radar until now. 
Jere my Lin is now the 
starting point guard for the 
New York Knicks. I say now 
because he's only had this 
starting position for a little 
more than a week 
On Feb. 2, K.nicks Head 
Coach Mike D'Antoni got 
the bright idea to take him 
off the bench where he'd been 
chilling the majority of the 
season. And with Melo and 
Amare both out,J-Lin took 
the Knicks by storm, popping 
off25 points to beat the Nets 
at the Garden. 
That began whats now a 
now a seven game winning 
streak for the Knicks. 
Lin, 23, is a first generation 
American. His parents immig-
rated from Taiwan to America 
and settled in Palo Alto, 
Cali£ The kid led his team to a 
win over top-ranked Mater Dei 
in the 2006 state championship 
but did not receive an offer to 
play in college. Because of his 
intelligence, he ended up at 
Harvard and made the team 
as a walk-on. He earned an 
economics degree and left 
Harvard undrafted bvthe NBA 
All oflast seasoO: Lin spent 
time with three different NBA 
development league teams. He 
was cut by the Rockets and 
Golden State Warriors, who 
now both admit to having egg 
on their face. The Knicks took 
a chance that turned out to be 
Lingenius. The money they are 
making off ofLin jerseys alone 
is probably close to paying his 
rninirimm salary. 
In Feb. Lin is averaging 23.3 
points and 7.4 assists per game. 
The Knicks play their next four 
games at home until traveling 
down to play the heat on the 
23rd. But we won't talk about 
that. 1his is the kind of story 
that brings joy to sports. A 
good kid who's worked hard 
and not given up. Hit effort 
11 Linf"1'IOYJ. 
Jeremy Lin went from being 
Linvisible to now being the 
most talked about athlete in 
sports. If you knew the dudes 
name a few weeks ago, props. 
Only one man could outshine 
America's love for Tim Tebow. 
Turns out its Jeremy Lin, an 
Asian-American point guard 
thats electrified New York 
City in a week; the ultimate 
underdog. And it's only been 7 
games. Let the Linvasion begin. 
MARSHALL HUGHES 
is the sports editor for 
the 2011-2012 Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jhughes3@harding.edu. 
Twitter: @marshallhughes 
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Lady Bisons face adversity with determination 
by EMILY CHAFFIN 
student writer 
The Lady Bison basketball team 
has lost three players for the season 
due to injury: junior guard Deshelle 
Isaac-Boyce, sophomore Michaela 
Brown and senior Sierra Rollins. The 
most recent of which is leading scorer 
and rebounder Sierra Rollins. Rollins 
has an average of15.1 points and 9.3 
rebounds per game. 
Even with the loss of these players, 
the Lady Bisons are at the top of their 
game, in the driver seat at first place 
in the Great American Conference 
standings. 
Harding defeated Southwestern 
Oklahoma State 73-54 last Saturday to 
stay in first place in the GAC standings. 
The Lady Bisons have already sealed 
a trip to the conference tournament 
held March 1-4 in Bartlesville, Okla. 
With Harding entering the second 
half of conference play soon, the team 
has been changing its approaches and 
strategy in order to prepare for the 
upcoming conference games with 
fewer players. 
"We realized that we had to step 
up after we lost players," sophomore 
guard Kristen Celsor said. "We have 
really bonded together. We love each 
other, which helps on the court more 
than you think Now every person has 
to look out for every other person. 
Everybody can play; everyone is a 
threat." 
and offensive and defensive players 
have been changing positions during 
the game. 
Head coach Tim Kirby said the 
girls are adjusting to the change with 
a good attitude. 
''l'm really pleased with the mentality 
that our team has right now," Kirby 
said. "Some girls are averaging 39 
minutes a game, at the same intensity 
level that we have always played. The 
girls have become tougher. Someone 
different has stepped up each game 
and made plays. A couple of girls have 
scored in the 20s and have realized 
how hard they have to play." 
The Lady Bisons enter the second 
half of the season with a young lineup 
consisting of freshmen Montana 
Lewis, Arielle Saunders and Tabitha 
Haney; sophomore Kristen Celsor; 
and seniors Kallie Bartee and Cherilyn 
McMenamy. 
As the Lady Bisons prepare for 
the second half of conference play, 
they are ready for the challenges that 
come with it. 
Kirby said this is the point in the 
basketball season that determines the 
team's success. Teams face .each other 
for a second time, so they know what 
to expect from each other. 
As the team prepares for upcoming 
conference play without a few key 
players, the Lady Bisons are ready to 
take on the challenge. 
Celsor leads the way for Harding, 
averaging 12.6 points per game. 
Freshman Montana Lewis is not far 
behind, averaging close to 10 points 
per game. 
"Coach Kirby has been a great 
encouragement to the team," Kristen 
Celsor said. "He really believes in \!IS 
and you can't help but be encouraged. 
He makes plans to feed the ball to 
everyone and not just one specific player, 
so everyone can get a good shot." 
photo by ASHEL PARSONS / The Bison 
Freshman guard Montana Lewis goes up for a basket 
against Henderson State on Saturday, Jan. 28. 
The Lady Bisons strategy with 
fewer players is different from 
previous plans. It revolves around the 
girls playing with versatility. The post 
players are playing up top at guard, 
The Lady Bisons are prepared to 
play as a team and fight for number 
one in the GAC standing as they 
take on Southeastern Oklahoma 
State University at 2 p.m. Saturday 
in Durant, Okla. and assist-to-turnover margin. 
Harding ranks first in the GAC in 
four categories-scoring defense, field 
goal percentage defense, blocked shots 
Check hardingsports.com under 
the Bisons event calendar for links 
to live stats, live audio and live video. 
photo courtesy of HARDING SPORTS 
Former Bisons wide-receiver Kurt Adams had 29 touchdown receptions 
and 2,311 recieving yards in his 2006-2010 college career. 
FormerBIBonstandouIB 
chase after their dreams 
by LINDSEY 
SULLIVAN 
student writer 
Graduation marks the 
completion of dedication 
and hard work, but also 
starts a new time of figuring 
out what comes next. For 
many, this period consists of 
searching for jobs, hunting 
for apartments and many 
more steps to becoming 
independent and following 
dreams. For others, though, 
there is another meaning to 
"following dreams." Former 
Harding Bisons receiver Kurt 
Adams and defensive back 
Tracy Brown have proven 
successful in pursuing their 
dreams of playing football 
beyond college. 
"I figured I would 
continue my football career 
after my last game, really 
before the season was up," 
Brown said. "I still wanted 
to continue on and play, 
but I took the smart route 
and got my degree first and 
then decided to go out and 
play arena football." 
Adams began to start 
thinking about having a 
post college football career 
when he started getting 
attention from NFL scouts 
during his sophomore and 
junior years. 
Both athletes are playing 
a form of football that 
is different from what is 
known by many as American 
football. On Feb.17, Brown 
will leave for Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa to begin camp for 
the Cedar Rapids Titans 
arena football team. Arena 
football is different in size 
and speed. 
"Arena football is a lot 
different from outdoor 
football because the field 
is 50 yards," Brown said. 
"Usually the difference is 
that the players get a starting 
run instead of everybody 
being still at one time, and 
the crowd is more into the 
game because they're right 
there next to the field." 
Adams is currently 
working in Searcy until he 
leaves in April for a three-day 
Canadian football training 
camp in Winnipeg, Canada. 
The season begins in June. 
Canadian football is more 
like American football than 
arena football. The field is 
similar in dimension but the 
game has different rules and 
dynamics. The league strives 
to have as many Canadian 
players as possible. 
"The team is about 50/50 
but the ratio has to be a 
little bit more Canadian," 
Adams said. 
Adams and Brown 
hope to make a name for 
themselves in their respective 
leagues which will set them 
up for a chance to play in 
the NFL. 
Harding brings Fear 
to volleyball team 
by LYNDSEY RUBLE 
editorial assistant 
Harding Athletic Director 
Greg Harnden announced 
on Jan. 11 that Meredith 
Rosenbaum Fear will serve 
as the new head volleyball 
coach. 
Fear, a 2008 Harding 
graduate, played volleyball 
at Harding, worked as a 
graduate assistant for the 
team and coached volleyball 
for two years at York College 
in Nebraska. 
Fear interviewed for the 
job after the former Harding 
volleyball coach Keith 
Giboney's contract was not 
renewed. 
"I came back here really 
unexpectedly," Fear said. "It 
was always in the back of 
my mind that I would like 
to [come back]." 
Fear started working with 
the girls on the volleyball 
team at the beginning of the 
spring semester. Sophomore 
Liv Savage, a middle blocker, 
said the team is doing 
more weight training and 
conditioning. 
"The foundation of[the 
program] is fantastic, but 
recently we have plateaued 
a little bit," Fear said. "We 
haven't been to nationals 
since [2005], so while we 
have always been good, we've 
never been great. I want to 
take them back up to that 
level of where the program 
used to be." 
Fear said she was also 
excited about being a spiritual 
mentor and a friend to the 
girls on the team. Savage said 
Fear prays with the team after 
practice and is a constant 
encouragement. Despite the 
thrill of wins, Fear said, "It's 
really the relationships that 
stay with you beyond your 
time as player." 
"I'm very excited to have 
a woman coach," Savage 
said. "I feel it's better for me 
[We are able 
to] treat 
her like a 
coach and a 
friend at the 
same time. 
It's really 
nice to have 
someone to 
go to. 
- Liv 
Savage, 
freshman 
and for the team. [We are 
able to J treat her like a coach 
and a friend at the same 
time. It's really nice to have 
someone to go to." 
Part of what makes Fear 
so relatable, Savage said, is 
that it has not been a long 
time since Fear was a player 
at Harding. According to 
Harding Sports, Fear earned 
All-Gulf South Conference 
honors twice and was named 
Daktronics All-South Region 
andAcadernicAll-GSC as a 
senior. In addition, Fear was 
captain for two years and is 
Harding's career leader in 
digs per set. 
"I fell in love with the 
game," Fear said. "It's tough 
in how competitive volleyball 
is getting .. . you have to play 
year-round to be recruited. 
[It's easy to] get burnt out 
but I never did. I've just had 
this love and passion for it 
and I think it's something 
I'll always be able to be a 
part 0£" 
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Spring tennis season in full swing 
by MATT RYAN 
asst. sports editor 
Brian Petree 
Guest 
Space 
The Bison 
Show 
me the 
money 
Harding University's men's and 
women's tennis teams are back in ac-
tion this month for the Spring 2012 
portion of their seasons, after playing 
only a handful of matches in Fall 2011. 
The women's team began play on Feb. 
3 with a 3-6 loss to Northeastern 
_State University, and the men's team 
began on Feb. 7 with a 9-0 victory 
over Hendrix College. The Bisons are 
currently 7-0 for the season, while the 
Lady Bisons are 5-2. 
got players [who] are seven, eight, nine 
or 10 in our lineup, [who] in almost 
any other period of time would have 
been in the top six. I feel very good 
about our chances this season. We're 
going to be competitive." 
"I think we have a very strong 
team," Hunt said. "We hope to do 
well [enough] in tournament to be 
able to go to nationals. I think we 
can do it." 
Regardless of how far the Lady 
Bisons make it this season, team 
members said they believe the team 
will perform at its highest level in years. 
Should college athletes be paid? 
David Elliott, head coach of both 
Harding tennis teams, said he had 
high expectations for the rest of the 
season, which will include the teams' 
first conference matches, beginning 
in late March. 
"It's the most talented team I've ever 
had," Elliott said, referring specifically 
to the men's team. "We're deep. We've 
Members of the men's team said 
they agree with Elliott, emphasizing 
the high level of ability and versatility 
of fellow teammates across the lineup. 
"We are going to be a very good 
team this year," junior Adam Edwards 
said. "We have eight guys [who] could 
all beat each other on any given day. I 
honestly think we can win our conference, 
but we will have to work very hard to 
beat our rival, Ouachita Baptist." 
Still, the men's team will not be 
standing alone in the spotlight this 
season, according to Elliott, who believes 
that the women's team has a realistic 
chance of competing for the conference 
championship. Some members of the 
women's team, like junior Chelsea Hunt, 
are setting their sights even higher. 
Members of both teams said they 
believe that last season was a success, 
and several have said they plan to 
build on that success with dedication 
and hard work during practice. The 
Bi5ons were 1-2 in the conference 
last season and finished with a 16-4 
overall record, while the Lady Bisons 
went 4-1 in the conference and ended 
last season 18-7. So far, the men 
have gone undefeated this season, 
and the women have lost only two 
matches, one against the University of 
Arkansas, Fort Smith, in September, 
and the other against Northeastern 
State University, earlier this month. 
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Junior Callie Huey (LEFT) and sophomore Alex Ford (RIGHT} have each lost only one match this season. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE 
.Our, Athletes' View 
on Pop Culture 
uestim1s 
MEN', TENNIS SCHEDULE 
02/17 - Mitlsap College 
Conway, Ark. 
02/24 - Newman Univ. 
Bentonville, Ark. 
02121 - Stillman College 
Searcy~ Ark. 
03/01 .. John Bro~n Univ. 
Siloam Springs, Ark. 
Erica Oobnikar Paul Anzalone Montana Lewis 
(Cheerleader) (Basetball) (Basketball) 
"Clear eyes, full hearts, 
can't lose."That's the motto 
of the Dillon High School 
Panthers on NBC's hit series 
"Friday Night Lights."One 
of the main characters of 
the show, Brian "Smash" 
Williams, comes from a 
home with a single mother 
and four young sisters. As 
the best college prospect in 
the state of Texas, Smash 
received recruitment letters 
from all the major schools 
across the country. 
After tearing his ACL in 
his knee as a senior, Smash's 
scholarship offers were taken 
away from him. Depending 
on football to get him into 
college, Smash was forced to 
take a job at a local fast food 
restaurant to help support 
his family. While this is the 
story of a fictional high school 
football superstar, it is a com-
pletely realistic scenario that 
many athletes face during 
their careers. 
When a college athlete is 
asked about being on the team, 
a very common answer might 
be, "It's a job."Thousands of 
college students have jobs as 
waiters, babysitters or cashiers, 
so what separates their jobs 
from those of the men and 
women who wear uniforms 
and compete? The answer is 
quite simple: money. 
College athletes put in just 
as many hours as, if not more 
hours than, the girl who asks 
if you would care for a dessert 
tonight. When so much time 
and dedication gets put into 
hittin!) (he buzzer-beater, 
scoring an overtime goal or 
landing the perfect triple 
back flip, why are they not 
being compensated for their 
success? 
Student athletes spend 
seven days a week preparing 
for their games, matches and 
competitions, while most 
business people work five 
days a week and get vacation 
and sick days. On average, 
college football players spend 
44.8 hours perweekdevoted 
to football alone. Compared 
to the average 40-hour busi-
ness week, college athletes are 
absolutely right when they 
say being a college athlete is 
a job, and when someone has 
a job, they expect to be paid. 
When working on average 
five more hours than the 
average American, athletes 
should be compensated. 
Favorite #hashtag #onlyatharding #WhoDat! #singlegirlproblems Don't follow Twitter 
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Arguments have been 
made that players earn full-
ride scholarships as payment 
for their success on the field 
or court. Earning scholarships 
for performance in sports is 
extremely impressive, but 
in a world where one can 
earn a scholarship for being 
left-handed, what makes an 
athletic scholarship stand out? 
On a Google search 
for the word "scholarship," 
about 175,000,000 pages 
were found. When taking 
this result with a grain of 
salt, scholarships are fairly 
easy to come by. College 
students are very fortunate 
to earn scholarships as they 
are incredible gifts, but in 
comparison, there is no ques-
tion a college athlete has put 
in the time and effort to earn 
more than that. 
College 
athletes put in 
just as many 
hours as, 
if not more 
hours than, 
the girl who 
asks if you 
would care 
for a dessert 
tonight. 
Ultimately, it should be 
up to the school to pay its 
piayers however it chooses; 
the payment of athletes has 
occurred for generations. The 
athletes are the reason the 
fans are buying tickets, and 
they are the reason athletic 
programs and schools are 
growing. 
When everything can be 
taken from them in a split 
second, the student athletes 
should be allowed to make the 
most of their time on the team. 
Sign the players to yearly 
contracts and allow them to 
receive some compensation 
for their talents. 
When the schools are 
willing to spend millions 
just to sign the players, they 
could just as easily reward 
them for their performance. 
Realistically, the life of a col-
lege athlete is a job, and jobs 
pay. Pay the players. They've 
earned it. With clear eyes and 
full pockets, nobody loses. 
Rachel Roberts 
(Track) 
#HUtrack 
A good excuse to 
eat tons of chocolate! 
Stranded on a bus, 
didn't see it 
Aballaaaa! 
Pei Wei 
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Teacher raps his lessons 
by PAYTON HURST 
opinions editor 
Collin Grimes, a fifth-
grade science teacher at 
Beebe Middle School, has 
found a way to combine sci-
ence and rap music to make 
learning more enjoyable for 
his students. 
After seeing a You Tube 
video made by students, 
Grimes, a 2005 Harding 
graduate, was inspired to 
replace the words of popu-
lar rap songs with science 
lessons. 
"It started when I saw 
a rap video of 'What You 
Know About Math' on 
YouTube," Grimes said. "I 
was really stoked about how 
these students used humor 
and rap music to help other 
people learn and get excited 
about math." 
Grimes said h e was 
inspired by the video and 
decided to make one using 
original material. 
or concept, I leaf through 
some of the popular songs 
and try to find something 
that will fit with my lessons. 
It's pretty funny to listen to 
a rap song on the radio and 
start freestyle rapping about 
the properties oflight or the 
rock cycle." 
Since then, Grimes has 
made three more videos: 
"Welcome to My Biome," 
"Science Rock Anthem" and 
"Science in Paris." 
Although he has made 
other videos, his rap videos 
are the most popular among 
students. 
Grimes said he plans to 
continue making the rap 
videos as long as they are 
helpful and enjoyable to his 
students. 
"Video is an excellent 
way to get your point across 
when teaching,'' Grimes said. 
"Whether you are trying to 
get the kids engaged and 
motivated or if you just want 
to show them a demonstration 
that you couldn't necessarily 
do in school, if a picture is 
worth a thousand words, a 
video is worth a million." 
Nerd," "The Rap Star" and 
"The Teacher." 
The videos are filmed with 
the help of his wife, Christy .. 
Each video is filmed with a 
Flip video camera and tripod, 
and a great deal ofwork is 
put into each lesson plan. 
Aside from helping students 
learn about science in a fun 
way, Grimes is trying to 
accomplish something else 
through these videos, he said. 
"On a deeper level, I am 
trying to help the students 
realize that teachers are not 
just the one stuffy person 
standing up in front of them 
in class and telling them to 
stay on task and stay school 
appropriate," Grimes said. 
"Everyone has a rebellious 
side, a funny side, and lots 
of other sides." 
Grimes has advice for 
future teachers as well. 
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Delta Nu sophomore Meredith Whitman practices for Spring Sing with Pi 
Theta Phi, Iota Chi, Gamma Sigma Phi and Friends. 
"I had just fin i shed 
teaching about cells, so that 
information was fresh on my 
mind," Grimes said. "That 
is how 'What You Know 
About Cells'was born. Since 
then, when I finish a lesson 
In each video, Grimes 
said he uses editing to clone 
himselfinto three different 
characters, "The Science 
"Use whatever talents 
that you have for teaching," 
Grimes said. "Think about 
what you like to do in your 
spare time and try to incor-
porate it into your lessons. 
This will help the students 
understand that you are a 'real 
person' and it will help your 
lessons because the students 
will be interested when you 
are interested." 
Study abroad 
trips chill out 
The classic Harding couple 
Dr. Cliff and Louise Ganus reminisce about 69 years of marriage 
by AMY MARE 
multimedia editor 
by ASHLEY 
ROSENBAUM 
student writer 
When junior Brandi Bur-
ton arrived in Italy, she was 
walking around in a cardigan 
and enjoying the sights and 
sounds of a new country, but 
within a few days she was 
forced to bundle up in layers 
upon layers due to a large 
amount of snow that began 
falling and has continued on 
and off ever since. 
The AccuWeather website 
reported a normal winter in 
Europe would average about 
5 to seven degrees Celsius 
(the low 40s in Fahren-
heit) but this winter, Time 
reported that temperatures 
have plummeted down to 
13F to 25F below normal. 
The Greece, Florence and 
Paris programs have all had 
to deal with rapidly dropping 
temperatures, snow and cold 
wind, but that has not kept 
the stl!dents and faculty 
members from enjoying their 
time abroad 
"Despite the cold tem-
perature, I have loved the 
days that it has snowed, 
especially while in the city," 
Burton said. "The graceful 
snow fall is just so beauti-
ful while walking through 
the streets of Florence. It 
hasn't put a damper on the 
daily adventures; it has just 
made them a different kind 
of experience." 
Sophomore Hannah 
Robison said that despite 
the abnormal weather in 
Greece, she was speechless 
with how beautiful the en-
vironment was. The weather 
h as not stopped Robison 
from enjoying herself 
"We h ad to reschedule 
our trip to Marathon because 
of the cold," Robison said. 
"Overall, nothing stops this 
group from experiencing 
everything, rain or shine." 
Junior Jessie Boyd, who is 
traveling with the Harding 
in Paris program, said that as 
the trip to the south of France 
continued, the temperature 
decreased significantly. 
"It made exploring a 
little more difficult because 
it was too cold to go out at 
night," Boyd said. "When 
we were in Avignon, the 
wind chill was -2 degrees. I 
was definitely not prepared 
for that. Despite the cold, 
we still saw as much as we 
could. I decided that I wasn't 
going to let the weather stop 
me from seeing as much as 
I could." 
Assistant Professor of 
Communication, Dr. Jim 
Miller, who is traveling with 
the HUF program this semes-
ter, said that because of the 
cold temperatures and wind, 
walking around in Florence 
was brutal at times but that 
it has been well worth the 
inclement weather to spend 
time in Italy. 
"It's important for college 
students to understand that 
a bigger world exists outside 
of the one in which they live," 
Miller said. "Many Harding 
students already know that 
because they have traveled 
abroad at some point in 
their life." 
Louise Ganus can recall 
the day she met her husband, 
Cliff, vividly. 
It was the beginning of . 
her sophomore year and 
she was at Harding a few 
days early to start work. She 
remembers Cliff driving up in 
a white Cadillac and wearing 
a white suite. 
Cliff remembers seeing 
Louise in the first 10 seconds 
he was on campus. He sat 
across from her at dinner 
and was introduced to her 
that evening. 
The next weekend they 
walked to church together 
and t11eir relationship only 
progressed from there. 
"I tllready had m .,vifu llJld 
school ht\dn't even started," 
Cliff said. "Three month.~ into 
our dating we were sitting on 
the back seat of a school bus 
and I leaned over t:o her and 
said, 'Loui~ 1 am going t:o 
marry you."' 
A 1943 graduate, Dr. 
Clifton L Ganus Jr., served 
as Harding's third president 
from 1965 to 1987, ll.fld now 
serves as chanccllor of the 
univcrsit)t He abo hcld posi-
tions 1lS history department 
chairman and vice president 
of Harding College, and he 
was honored when the board 
of trustees named the physi-
cal education complex, the 
Clifton L. Ganus Jr. Athletic 
Center, after him. 
Louise Ganus graduated 
from Harding in 1942 and 
celebrated her 90th birthday 
last week. She served as the 
president of the Searcy chap-
ter of Associated Women of 
Harding from 197 6 to 1977. 
'lhc couple dated fur four 
years and was married on 
May 27, the day after Clltf 
gnduated from Harding. 
"1 believe in providence," 
Louise said ".MywhoJelifc has 
been one of God's direction." 
S me ofboth Louise and 
Cliff's fu.vorlte memories re-
wlved around their~ 
anniversaries. 
For their SOth wedding 
anni~ Cliff took Louise 
on a trip around the wurld. 
They left fur twO months 
in May, and visited Los 
Angeles llS 'vell as Australia, 
New Zealand. Sin~pore. 
Malaysia, TI1ailand, India, 
Nepa.i and England. 
At the end of their trip. 
they spent a month in the 
Uknine wotking with the 
new church in Gorlovka. 
Afrer being maaied fur 60 
}'ealS. Cliff and Louise recre-
ated some memories when 
they stayed at the Pc®ody 
Hotel in Memphis. Tenn .• 
where they had spent their 
wedding night. 
Cliff and Louise stayed in 
the William C. Handy suite 
fur only S7.25, the price they 
had paid theirfust night back 
in 1943. 
Cliff and Louise's son, 
choral director Dr. Cliff 
Ganus III said his parents 
were great models for his 
own relationship. 
"Mom and Dad treated 
each other the way they treated 
everybody," Cliff Ganus 
III said. "With honor and 
respect. There was nothing 
selfish about their relation-
ship. Nothing." 
Louise said she is thank-
ful fur the life she and Cliff 
have had together and said 
their marriage is one of the 
best decisions she ever made. 
"Our life together has 
been very exciting; thexc's 
never a dull moment,"Louise 
said. "It has been enjoyable 
~use he is always pooitive. 
I thank God e'~ day that 
Cliff cllose me.,. 
Cliff 1>-aid the years he has 
spent with Louise have not 
been long enough. 
"My life with Louise, 
although aknost69years,has. 
seemed too. brief and yet it 
seems like 'WC have been ffial" 
ried all of my life,"'Cliff said. 
"It has been a wonderful trip;, 
not without some problems. 
and difficulties but one that 
1 would gladly live <lg'.tln."' 
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Chancellor Cliff Ganus and his wife, Louise, still 
have the Bible they received at their wedding 
almost 69 years ago. 
Club members immerse themselves in ancient literature 
by J.M. 
ADKISON 
editor-in-chief 
Before the days of special-effects 
cinema lighting up silver screens 
and Blu- ray DVDs presenting 
crystal clear quality in every home, 
epic storytelling was a much more 
modest art form. 
All it took was an eloquent 
storyteller sitting in a circle with 
an audience around a fire, crafting 
the story with his own voice. 
The listeners would lean closer 
and closer to the fire for warmth 
as the storyteller spun his stories 
about mythic heroes and monstrous 
villains, so close it was as if they 
were biting on the coals of the fire . 
The imagery may seem a little 
extreme, even ridiculous, but those 
who shared stories around a hearth 
in the cold air were known as "coal-
biters"because they leaned so close 
to the fire. While a professor at 
Oxford University, J.R.R. Tolkien, 
author of"The H obbit" and "The 
Lord of the Rings," started a club 
of writers and scholars that took 
the name "coalbiter" and redubbed 
it "Kolbitar." 
It was the purpose ofKolbitar to 
study the ancient myths and legends 
of medieval times, specifically those 
oflcelandic, Germanic and English 
cultures. Tolkien and fellow author 
C .S. Lewis were inspired by the 
literature of the medieval ages as 
they wrote their best-selling novels. 
And now a club with the same 
name and similar interests has found 
its way onto Harding's campus. 
Every other Monday night, Dr. 
Larry Hunt, associate professor of 
English, and Greg Laing, assistant 
professor of English, gather in the 
Kibo Room at Midnight Oil with 
students and other faculty mem-
bers to study and discuss medieval 
literature. 
"I have always had a romantic 
attraction to the medieval," Hunt 
said. "At first, I was attr;icted to 
it indirectly through authors like 
Tolkien and Lewis, whose writings 
have a medieval feel to them. Later, 
I began to develop an academic 
taste for the period itself" 
Hunt and Laing said they began 
the group at the beginning of last 
semester, opening it to anyone 
interested in studying ancient 
medieval lore, and the group has 
grown to include about 10 members 
at every meeting. They said the group 
members have a shared passion 
for the medieval legends and they 
spend their time delving into the 
material to learn more about the 
ancient cultures. 
Before every meeting, the group 
is given a certain text to read, which 
they find and read online, for the 
next meeting fo discuss. Currently, 
Hunt said the group was reading 
through the "Volsunga Saga," a 
legendary saga originally written in 
Icelandic prose about the rise and 
fall of the Volsunga Clan. 
According to Hunt, the saga, 
which includes the tale of Sigurd 
slaying the dragon Fafnir, was a 
great influence on Tolkien's and 
Lewis' works. Freshman Michael 
Bridges said he joined the group at 
the beginning oflast semester and 
has enjoyed reading the "Volsunga 
Saga." 
"The myths, legends and style 
[of what we read J all hold a great 
fascination for me," Bridges said. 
"I have learned how to appreciate 
old literature and even compose in 
Norse prose." 
Hunt said most of the works 
they read were originally written in 
Icelandic or German and they read 
the English translations. However, 
Hunt said many students are inter-
ested in learning Icelandic. 
"I am so impressed with the 
students and our discussions," La-
ing said. "They draw on their own 
knowledge during our meetings 
and they have such a passion [for 
the material]. I am also impressed 
they are studying things they don't 
have to." 
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Rascal Flatts, Sara Evans, Hunter Hayes: Music to my ears 
by JORDAN HONEYCUTT 
student writer 
Billy Joel once said, "I think music in 
itself is healing. It's an explosive expres-
sion of humanity. It's something we are all 
touched by. No matter what culture we're 
from, everyone loves music." 
Saturday, Feb.11, three big-name country 
stars hit the stage in the Little Rock Veri-
zon Arena: Rascal Flatts, Sara Evans and 
Hunter Hayes. 
As the headliner of the night, Rascal 
Flatts put on a show no one could forget. 
The band began their show in an incredible 
way as they emerged through three separate 
elevated doors in the back wall. A picture 
of an iceberg was projected onto the back 
wall and as the three walked down the stairs 
in a cloud of smoke, the iceberg began to 
crack and break. 
Immediately, all three members of the 
band walked down from their doors, each 
to his own small drum set. There they began 
playing an ominous and almost tribal beat. 
To add to the otherworldliness, each touch 
to a drum would light up the rim of the 
drum, creating a strobe light effect as the 
beat picked up tempo. This unique intro-
duction helped set the mood for the rest of 
the fantastic and energetic show to come. 
Rascal Flatts hit the charts in 2000 with 
the group's debut album self-titled "Rascal 
Flatts" and has been cranking out almost 
one album a year since. The band consists of 
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three men: lead singer Gary Levox, backup 
vocalist and bass player Jay DeMarcus, and 
harmony vocalist and lead guitar player Joe 
Don Rooney. 
Over the last 10 years Rascal Flatts has 
produced 13 No. 1 hits and won more than 
40 awards, according to Rascalflatts.com. As 
Levox announced at Saturday's concert, the 
band has also recently been inducted into 
the Grand Ole Opry. 
Also worth mentioning are the perfor-
mances put on by both Sara Evans and 
upcoming star Hunter Hayes. Sara Evans put 
on a spectacular show with nearly flawless 
vocals, but who I was particularly impressed 
by was Hunter Hayes. 
At just twenty years old, Hayes has re-
cently emerged as a contender in the country 
music world with his self-titled debut album 
and recent chart topper "Storm Warning," 
according to Hunterhayes.com. He is no 
rookie, though. Hayes has previously written 
and co-written songs for both Rascal Flatts 
and Montgomery Gentry and has already 
shared the stage with Taylor Swift, Hank 
Williams Jr., Brad Paisley, Trace Adkins, 
Keith Urban and Lady Antebellum. 
"I hope people half my age and twice 
my age will listen to my music - I want 
it to live forever and for my audience to 
feel like they have a friend in my music," 
said Hayes on Hunterhayes.com. "Music 
is a spirit. It heals. It's an amazing thing to 
be loved and appreciated, and sometimes, 
music has not just been my best friend, it's 
been my only friend." 
r-----------------~---------~ Sudoku 
5 4 1 
2 8 6 
4 3 
7 5 9 
3 1 2 
6 9 3 
8 9 
9 5 
2 7 6 
· CONTEST: Win a free Sudoku book by being 
the first person to bring the completed 
puzzle to the Bison office 
TODAY (Friday) 
----------------------~----~ 
Recycling plastic pays off. Just 
five two-liter bottles can be 
recycled into enough fiberfill to 
stuff an entire ski jacket. Keep 
Arkansas clean. Make it SHINE . 
l l 
KEEP 
ARKANSAS · 
BEALITIFUL 
Youla· IJ KeepArkansasBeautiful.com 
